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Waste Management 
Solutions
Hazardous, General and Industrial Services

enva.com

environment matters



Our Business
Enva is a leading provider of recycling and resource recovery 
solutions, with locations across the United Kingdom 
and Ireland. With sustainability at the forefront of our 
proposition, we recover a broad range of hazardous and 
non-hazardous waste materials for re-use in manufacturing 
and energy conversion. We also provide a complete 
portfolio of industrial, water and waste water services. At 
Enva we are committed to recycling and resource recovery; 
it forms the basis of our business strategy and our values. 

We support the life cycle of waste products to provide 
either a second life, such as the production of energy or, in 
many cases, closed-loop recycling solutions. Our dedication 
to developing new and innovative products and solutions 
and extending the life cycle of the world’s resources is 
driving our business forward.

Our Services
From one-off collections to ‘total waste management’ 
solutions, our decades of experience and dedication to our 
customers has seen us set new industry standards.

We operate a diverse and fully owned fleet of state-of-
the-art collection vehicles, designed to ensure the safe 
collection and transportation of all general, specialist and 
hazardous waste materials across a wide range of industries 
and sectors.
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Oil 
Services

General Waste 
Collections

Hazardous 
Waste

Garage / Forecourt 
Services

Laboratory 
Services

Metal 
Recycling

We don’t simply collect waste 
- we transform it.
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Dedicated Customer Service
At Enva, we seek to understand, share learnings and 
improve how our customers waste resource is managed, 
and this is backed by continuous investment in technology, 
innovation and a dedicated team of experts. Our friendly, 
knowledgeable and experienced customer service team are 
here to help. 

Reporting and Account Management 
We provide direct access to existing customer reports, 
providing the management information needed to review 
current recycling % rates and waste movements. This 
information, combined with the knowledge of our team 
of expert account managers, ensures waste is managed 
as a resource to bring our customers commercial and 
environmental benefits.

Our Approach

Partnering businesses to 
deliver a fully compliant 
and cost-effective service 
with recovery at its core.

Compliance Assured
Our online platform has been designed to meet waste 
transfer note and other legal compliance documentation 
storage requirements (equivalent to EDOC). The portal 
delivers full transparency on duty of care with waste transfer 
notes, movement confirmations and end destinations all 
being available with easy access.

Industries we support:

• Aerospace

• Transport

• Graphics and printing

• Medical

• Professional services

• Retail

• Technology

• Engineering

• Manufacturing

• Food production

• Water treatment

• Construction

• Energy

• Oil and drilling

• Education

• Local government

• Facilities Management

• Brokers
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Garage Hazardous 
Waste Disposal 

Our unique multi-compartment 
vehicles enable waste oil and 
small quantities of drummed 
waste to be collected in one visit. 

On demand collections / Managed 
scheduled collections

• Oil Filters
• Anti-Freeze
• Brake Fluids
• Mixed Fuels
• Spray Booth Filters
• Rags & Absorbents
• Empty Aerosols
• Contaminated Plastics
• Lead Acid Batteries
• Hydraulic Hoses
• Grease Cartridges

Bulk Collections
Closed-top and open-top 1000 litre IBC’s can be provided 
for storage of larger quantities of hazardous waste.

Cage Collections
For larger producers of certain hazardous waste streams 
i.e. nominally empty plastic containers, we can provide 
cage units which have a greater storage capacity.

Curtainside Collections
Our fleet of curtain-sided vehicles are used for collecting 
larger volumes of drummed/IBC/palletised waste on an on 
demand or scheduled basis.

Anti-Freeze

Contaminated Top-ups Lead Acid Batteries Mixed Fuels

Oily Rags

Spray Booth Filters



Drainage Services 
Ensuring drainage systems work effectively is key to 
minimising downtime and protecting against health and other 
environmental issues. Our expertise and state-of-the-art 
equipment supports efficient, compliant drainage networks 
and guards against potential health and environmental 
hazards, meaning fully operational and compliant drainage 
networks.

Key services:

• Drain jetting and cleaning
• 24/7 drainage emergency
• CCTV survey
• Sewers, culverts and tunnels
• Sewer, draining and pipework relining
• Septic tanks
• Jet vac & vacuum tankers
• Rehabilitation works, flow & load surveys, impermeable 

area surveys and topographical surveys

Enva’s specialised equipment and vehicles transport the 
waste directly to our licensed facilities and we provide 
Certificates of Treatment/Disposal. We provide a full, 
traceable and compliant service to our customers providing 
all paperwork for regulatory and audit requirements. 
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Interceptor maintenance 
Environmental incidents, drain blockages and chamber 
overflows can be easily avoided with regular interceptor 
cleaning and maintenance. 

To avoid the build-up of grit and dirt, interceptors must be 
cleaned and emptied regularly. Our experts plan appropriate 
interceptor cleaning solutions, ensuring that tanks are 
drained and managed responsibly. Additional cleaning and 
maintenance may also be required after any major rainstorms 
or events that may have caused additional debris to collect in 
the system.

Forecourt services 
Maintaining safe, clean and efficient forecourts, and ensure 
compliance with petroleum licence renewals and local 
authority inspections is essential.

Our forecourt maintenance services include:

• Jetting of all surface gullies, channels and aco-drains
• Cleaning fill points and tank chambers
• Jetting down car wash slabs and removing waste
• Bund cleaning 
• Grease trap cleaning
 
Having your forecourt cleansed as part of a regular 
maintenance schedule will not only improve its appearance 
but reduces the risk of overflows, blockages and spills.

Interceptors & 
Forecourt Services

Enva provides a full range of 
forecourt services and interceptor 
cleaning solutions to ensure 
compliance with petroleum 
licences and environmental 
standards. 



Commercial 
Waste Services
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Eurobin, Bag collection, Confidential waste

Designed for light compactable waste and recyclables are ideal for small businesses 
and businesses with limited space or access issues.

Bins are available in 140, 240, 660 and 1100 litre sizes. Bag collections are available 
for general waste and dry mixed recycling. Confidential and secure destruction sacks 
with consignment notes also available.

Confidential Waste Destruction

With security paramount, this sensitive operation involves the collection and shredding of paper documents and IT equipment such 
as computer hard drives under strictly controlled conditions, with a formal ‘Certificate of Destruction’ issued as required.

Front End Loader

Suitable for lighter 
compactable waste 
and recyclables and 
ideal for the larger 
commercial and 
industrial sector.

RoRo

Suitable for heavy, bulky and non-compactable waste.

Skips

Predominantly 
used for site 
clearances, 
bulky waste 
items, wood and 
metal.

Internal Recycling

Internal Office Recycling Boxes are 
available for either card and paper only, 
or for dry mixed Recyclables i.e card/ 
paper/clean empty plastic bottles/ 
cans/clean empty food packets.

We offer waste packages developed 
to Revise, Reduce and Recycle. Our 
carefully chosen network of partners 
operate on a national basis to offer 
scheduled collections of eurobins, 
front and rear loaders and roll on roll 
off containers.
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Scrap Metal 
Disposal

Enva offers a disposal service for your 
waste scrap metal, we can provide 
8/10 cu. yd open top skips or 10/12 cu. 
yd closed top skips for the storage of 
metal, including brake discs and wheel 
hubs. For smaller quantities of scrap 
metal we can provide a pallet box.

Collections are made either on an on demand or scheduled frequency.

BOOK YOUR

FREE
SITE SURVEY

TODAY

It is illegal
for anyone to

buy scrap metal
using cash



Industrial Hazardous 
Waste Disposal 

Our Industrial services teams 
offer a wide range of hazardous 
and non-hazardous waste 
management and recycling 
services. 
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With on-site and mobile technical support, we are committed 
to working in partnership to understand your challenges and 
provide a bespoke solution to suit your industry and business.

We are dedicated to delivering sustainable waste 
management through continuous improvement and 
innovation, and you can be confident your waste will be dealt 
with in a low cost and responsible manner.

Key services:

• Drummed and packaged waste collection and disposal 
for a range of hazardous and non-hazardous components 
such as solvents, acids, alkalis, WEEE, aerosols, batteries, 
oils, paints, fluorescent tubes 
and bulbs. 

• Small packaged waste collection
• Lab services and solutions
• Sampling
• Technical assistance, including DGSA support, packaging, 

labelling, storage and handling advice.
• Hazardous Waste Container collections for small amounts 

of mixed wastes (up to 20kg).
• Certificates of treatment/recovery/disposal provided as 

standard for auditing and compliance.

Our in-house laboratories determine the most appropriate 
treatment, recovery and disposal methods. Where waste 
cannot be treated at our own facilities, we work with trusted 
partners to deliver the most effective and efficient treatment 
solution.

Our team of professionals also advise on waste handling, waste storage and spills.
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During the site clearance, we will utilise our team to 
decommission services including but not limited to:

• Interceptors
• Oil storage tanks
• COSHH stores
• Waste compounds

We will utilise our expertise in the waste management 
industry to ensure all site clearances are conducted in the 
most cost effective, compliant and safest way possible.

Site Clearance 
Services

Enva offers a comprehensive site 
clearance service, which includes 
a team of experts on hand to 
manage the project from start to 
finish. 

Additional Services
WEEE Waste Disposal
Spent fluorescent tubes and sodium lamps contain mercury 
and phosphor powder and as such deemed to be Hazardous 
Waste. Other types of electrical waste include computers, 
monitors, televisions and printers. Fluorescent tubes and 
lamps are crushed at our other electrical items are sent to 
specialist outlets for recycling/recovery.

Tyre Disposal
Tyres cannot be sent to landfill and we use a network of 
dedicated companies who collect and reprocess into several 
alternatives including ‘chip and crumb’ for use in rubberised 
playing field surfaces.

Spill Containment
Enva offer a wide range of storage solutions to help you store 
your hazardous waste in a safe and compliant manner. Our 
Storage & Spill Containment Essential Products Catalogue 
includes competitively priced products available for 
immediate dispatch such as: 

• Spill Bund and Pallets
• Waste Oil Tanks
• Spill Containment (Granules & Pads)

Colour Coded Recycling Bins and Labels
Reduce costs through recycling and source segregating non-
hazardous and hazardous wastes. Bins and Label packages 
available.



Spray Gun Cleaning 
Equipment 

Enva offers solutions tailored 
to your business requirements. 
We provide services that include 
regular machine maintenance 
and detergent replacement. 
The Enva team can also provide 
training on operating equipment 
and waste handling/storage.
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Cost effective cleaning
The cleaning unit recirculates solvent, thus reducing VOC 
levels and the amount of waste generated. The automated 
operation allows for optimal cleaning and use of solution. It 
also allows the user to multi-task.

Our spray gun cleaning machines are the only units in Europe 
to be approved by two spray gun manufacturers. 

• Reduced VOC’s through solvent saver system
• Improved user health and safety
• Dual and single automatic / manual machine options
• Solvent or water-based unit options
• ATEX approved
• All environmental paperwork is provided with waste 

removal.

Bodyshop Waste Disposal
Bodyshop waste streams 
include:

• Aerosols
• Empty Mixing Pots and 

Paint Tins
• Full/Part Full Paint Tins
• Paint Contaminated 

Rags and Wipes
• Liquid and Solid Paint 

Waste
• Spray Booth Filters
• Waste Thinners
• Empty Containers.

We will ensure the correct 
containers and labels are 
provided to assist with 
segregation of your wastes.

Mixing Pots

Paint Tins

Aerosols

Waste Paint

Waste Thinners
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Parts Degreasing 
Equipment

Non-hazardous environmental 
solution with the option of two 
different applications, makes this 
effective on all types of materials, 
including Aluminium, Steel, Plastics 
and many other materials while 
staying away from Solvent-based 
chemicals. 

Heated Aqueous detergent 
provides a powerful cleaning agent 
for removal of grease, oil and ink. 

Parts Cleaning Range
Degrease components with a choice of powerful cleaning 
agents, removing grease, inks, paints and oils.

• Choice of 2 different styled units options come as 240v 
or 110v

• With Premium Degreaser our long lasting fluid and 
Odourless kerosene  

• Machine replacement if required.

Wipe-Smart Dispenser
Unique metal range of dispensers offer a more convenient, 
efficient and safer method of storing our wipers on your 
premises.

Services include regular machine maintenance and detergent 
replacement to improve cleaning efficiency. Training on 
operating equipment and waste handling / storage can also 
be provided. All environmental paperwork is provided with 
waste removal and replenishment of solution with correct 
labelling.

Manual Automatic

Manual Aqueous Parts Washers (foot operated)
• Heated detergent increases cleaning performance
• Stainless steel units
• Built in tank for soak facilities for stubborn stains
• Choice of detergents increases cleaning ability on 

different types of materials
• Non-hazardous solution provides an alternative to a 

solvent based product.

Automatic Heated Aqueous Units
The automated operation effectively reduces manual 
workloads and waste whilst drying the component, has a 
safety lock and changeable time cycle.

• Up to 75°C heated solution increases 
cleaning performance and provides  
a quicker dry on components

• Complete Stainless Steel unit
• Inline filtration basket filter 
• Motorised basket on all models.
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Our business

enva.com

1600 employees34 facilities £294m turnover

For further information please contact
specialisteastematters@enva.com
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